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Taming the Disruptive Physician 
- BY MARK T. KAWA 

NYONE who has worked in a hospital 
for any length of time probably knows 
one - and wishes he didnn‘t. I‘m A talking about the disruptive physician. 

You know the type, he (and with increasing fre- 
quency, she) throws temper tantrums, yells at 
colleagues, threatens lawsuits if his conduct or 
medical practice is reviewed, complains to 
patients about the nursing staff and generally 
adheres to the belief that the hospital’s and Med- 
ical Staff’s rules apply to everyone but him. 

‘The disruptive physician’s impact on patient 
care and hospital operations can be severe. 
Nurses and support staff may be so intimidated 
by the disruptive physician’s conduct that they 
hesitate contacting him about patient issues for 
fear of incurring his wrath. Medical Staff mem- 
bers may find him so  abusive that they choose to 
move their practice elsewhere. Hospital admin- 
istrators may find themselves constantly address- 
ing employee complaints and threats of hostile 
work environment litigation. 

seemingly untamable? Here’s a few tips. 
So how do you break the cycle and tame the 

Identify Conduct That Is Unacceptable 
,All applicants to the Medical Staff should be 

notified at the time they 
apply for privileges (and 
when they are appointed and 
reappo i nted) that disruptive 
behavior will not be tolerat- 

cian to sign a “behavior contract“ which sets 
forth the Medical Staff‘s expectations and identi- 
fies the types of discipline the physician will face 
if further violations persist. Following the meet- 
ing, the Department Chair or Chief of Staff 
should send the physician a letter summarizing 
the meeting and reiterating tihat disruptive con- 
duct will not be tolerated. 

Taking Disciplinary Action 1. Be Creative 
At some point, the warniings must end and 

consequences imposed. In some instances, this 
may be done through admitistrative - as 
opposed to medical staff - sanctions. For exam- 
ple, if the physician’s primary abuse is yelling at 
Medical Staff Office employees, the facility’s 
Administrator can ban the physician from the 
Medical Staff Office. Likewise, if the physician 
physically threatens others, the Administrator 
can assign a security officer-to follow the physi- 
cian throughout the facility. Because these 
remedies are administrative in nature and do not 
impose a limitation on the practitioner’s privi- 
leges, they are non-reportable and do not require 
a fair hearing prior to implernenting. 

ed. The admonition should 
clearly describe what con- 
duct is  unacceptable and the 
consequences for acting 
inappropriately. The stan- 
darlds should be set forth in 
both the Medical Staff Bylaws 
and in a written Policy and 
Procedure. 



care will be easy to find. A physician who row 
tinely yelts at nurses every time they clall him at 
home impacts patient care if the nurses become 

, too intimidated to make further calls. Likewise, 
' a physician who is constantly late to the operat- 
ing room impacts patient care especially if his 

. patients are under general anesthesia during the 

+P- Use an expert witnesses. There are experts 
. delay. 

(general - *  ly psych - iatrists) who ' are know ledgeab [e 
and well qualified to opine on the psyche of the 
disruptive physician. Hearing panel rriembers 
who may not ful-ly appreciate the disruptive 
impact of a physician m.ay benefit fron? the testi- 
mony of an expert. 



Send The Message 
Disruptive Conduct 
Be Tolerated 

That 
Will Not 

Preparing For An Administrative Hlearing 
Sometimes the only viable remedy is to sanc- 

tion the physician through the Medical Staff’s 

Sometimes the physician’s anger or frustra- 
tion is justified, but his reaction is not. For 
example, a physician may have a legitimate 
cause for anger if a nurse gives the wrong med- 
ication. Yet rather than calmly addressing the 
situation through a private one-on-one conversa- 
tion, or raising the matter with the nurse’s super- 
visor, the physician screams at the nurse, writes 
an inappropriate note in the medical records or 
makes comments to the patient about the nurse’s 
purported incompetence. 

Situations such as these must be addressed 
with the physician firmly and immediately. 
Ignoring abusive conduct until it becomes intol- 
erable sends the wrong message. It tells others 
that that disruptive physicians are welcome at 
your institution. It also makes it difficult when 
you finally do take disciplinary action. The 
physician will point to other physicians who 
have not been disciplined and argue that he is  
being unfairly singled out. 

Use Progressive Discipline 
A first time offender should be counseled 

face to face by his or her Department Chair. If 
the physician’s conduct is directed at a hospital 
employee, the Chief Executive Officer and/or 
Human Resources representative should attend 
as well. The Chief of Staff shouid avoid involve- 
ment at this stage since it may be deemed an 
“investigation” under the Medical Staff bylaws 
and trigger reporting obligations to the Medical 
Board and Data Bank if the physician subse- 
quently voluntarily resigns. 

The tone of the meeting should be non- 
threatening, however the physician should be 
warned that further disruptive conduct could 
result in disciplinhry action. 

in another face to face meeting led by the 
Department Chair and the Chief of Staff. The 
tone of the meeting should be harsher. At this 
point, it rnay be appropriate to require the physi- 

A subsequent infraction should be addressed 

peer review heariing process. 
If so, remember the follow- 
i ng: 

Document disruptive 
behavior immedi,ately with 
incident reports cv through 
other established reporting 
mechanisms. Prosecuting 
disruptive physician cases 
sometimes requires showing 
a pattern and praldice of dis- 
ruptive conduct spanning 
several years. Due to the 
passage of time, some wit- 
nesses may no loiiger work at 
the facility and cannot be 
located; other wiinesses may 
have faulty memories. An 
incident report, prepared at 

the time of the incident, can provide admissible 
evidence of the physician’s disruptive conduct. 

Establish the link between disruptive conduct 
andpatient care. Under California law, a physi- 
cian’s abusive conduct, by itself, is insufficient to 
justify disciplinary action. The conduct must 
impact patient care. Under the federal Health 
Care Quality Improvement Act (”HCQIA”), 
immunity exists only if the corrective action is 
taken in furtherance of quality health care. 

Often the link between conduct and patient 
care will be easy to find. A physician who rou- 
tinely yells at nurses every time they (call him at 
home impacts patient care if the nurses become 
too intimidated to make further calls. Likewise, 
a physician who is constantly late to the operat- 
ing room impacts patient care especially if his 
patients are under general anesthesia during the 
delay. 

Use an expert witnesses. There are experts 
(generally psychiatrists) who are knowledgeable 
and well qualified to opine on the psyche of the 
disruptive physician. Hearing panel inembers 
who may not fully appreciate the disruptive 
impact of a physician may benefit from the testi- 
mony of an expert. 

Focus on the Medical Staff’s prior counseling 
efforts. Administrative hearing panel!; almost 
always consists of fellow physicians. By and 
large, they are a forgiving group when it comes 
to imposing discipline. Thus, if the p e r  review 
body believes the disruptive physician did not 
get sufficient warning or was othenviw treated 
unfairly, the disruptive physician will win, con- 
sequently emboldening him with respect to 
future behavior.. It is therefore imperative to 
emphasize the Medical Staff’s efforts 1.0 modify 
the physician’s conduct prior to initiating disci- 
plinary action. 
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Mark T. Kawa is a Litigation and Healtkare Partner 
at Ervin, Cohen & Jessup LLP. 



HEALTH CARE LAW 
ECJ's Health Care Law Department has an extensive and 

diversified practice. Celebrating 50 years as a f m ,  ECJ has a long 
and rich tradition of providing a broad range of services tcl the health 
care industry. 

ECJ believes in helping clients avoid problems before they arise, 
providing legal services that produce results quickly and economically, 
as well as building strong client relationships. 

ECJ PHILOSOPHY 
Transactions should be business driven not legally driven. 
Transaction models are meaningless without economic content. 

Risk should be quantified for the parties. 

Legal compliance should be governed by substance rather than 
form. Incentive structures that create a potential for abuse 
should be avoided. 

In a changing health care market, theparties shouldplan exits 
that preserve existing relations and goodwill. 
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